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All golfers have fourteen clubs in their bag, but the real winners have a little something extra --
that mental attitude that puts their game above the others. Dr. Bob Rotella, author of the
bestselling book Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect, brings together his skills and years of experience
as a golf psychologist to give readers the insight they need to improve their game -- before they
ever step up to the tee.The 15th Club is the tool that golf stars like Tiger Woods use to block out
negative thoughts, doubt, and fear. It is what allows champions to perform at their peak both in
practice and during the game. Golfers who lack it find the game elusive and frustrating.
Confident golfers play the game as they have always sensed they could play it. Now, one of the
most renowned golf writers offers up the foolproof methods that will allow golfers at any skill level
to give their game that extra boost.Dr. Rotella provides tips and techniques for how to learn from
better golfers, overcome fear in pressure situations, and keep a clear mind, no matter what. He
tells golfers that inner arrogance is not a negative trait, but instead is something that can improve
performance on and off the course. In order to perform at peak levels and achieve your goals,
you must believe that you can win. Positive thinking is an incredibly powerful tool, and it can
change the way a player approaches the game. Knowing how to focus on the challenge at hand
and understanding your own talent are crucial parts of becoming a confident golfer.Dr. Rotella
provides a detailed plan that anyone can use to build the self-image of a winner. He offers a one-
year schedule in diary and calendar form that will incorporate the daily mental routines that he
assigns to players on the PGA Tour. This is how the pros learn to ignore negative influences,
focus on productive advice, and take pride in their abilities.Your 15th Club will tell golfers of all
abilities how to develop the confidence they need to maximize their physical gifts and defeat the
Tigers of their world, whether that world is the PGA Tour or the third flight of the club
championship.
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Three: The Thoughts of Confident GolfersYOUR 15th CLUBThe Inner Secret to Great
GolfForewordYour 15th Club is about believing in yourself when you play golf. It’s about self-
confidence rather than swing confidence. It’s about seeing yourself as a winner. It’s about
trusting yourself when things are falling apart as well as when they’re coming together. It’s about
letting yourself go low when you have a chance to go low, about letting yourself win when you
have a chance to win, about scoring and getting the ball in the hole regardless of how you are
hitting the ball.This book is about respecting your game and your talent. It’s about winning the
battle within yourself. It’s about never wandering and never wavering during a round. It’s about
never giving in and never giving up. It’s about having pride in a strong, tough mind. It’s about
loving the challenge of playing the game.I’m going to be demanding of you. I’m going to ask you
to take an honest look at the self no one else knows. I’m going to ask you to face the challenge of
the game and decide to believe in yourself. I’m going to ask for a commitment to a regimen. This
regimen will allow you to develop the sort of mind that wins in golf—and to maintain it.In return,



you will find new joy in the game you love.The commitment I speak of is not easy. Not everyone
is up to the challenge. But if you think you are up to it, you’re just the sort of person I love to work
with.Welcome.1.Confidence—Plain and UnvarnishedPadraig Harrington helped crystallize my
reason for writing this book. Padraig is a very thoughtful, analytical man. He’s been a client and a
friend for ten years, but I wouldn’t call myself his mental coach or his sports psychologist.
Padraig and I have conversations. My role usually amounts to listening to the things he’s figured
out and nodding my head. I learn as much from Padraig as he learns from me.Not long ago,
Padraig mentioned that he recommends the book I wrote in 1994, Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect,
to the people he plays with, including fellow pros. I was intrigued, and not just because word of
mouth is the best advertising. I know that Padraig is a friendly, generous fellow, but I also know
that he’s a competitor down to the bone. I know he thought Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect had
helped him, so I was curious as to why he’d recommend the book to players who were trying to
take away what he has—the top ranking among European players.“I’m not worried if someone
reads it,” he said when I asked him about it. “That’s fine. It’s an easy read. They’ll enjoy it. They’ll
gain from it. But they won’t get the real benefit unless they live it—and that’s the hard part. So I
can tell my competitors to go and read Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect and I know I’m not giving
anything up unless they actually do the work.”Padraig’s statement meshed with thoughts I’d
been having for a while. As a sports psychologist, I go to my clients as often as they come to me,
especially after I’ve been working with them for some time. Since many of them are tournament
golfers, I see them at tournament venues—generally on the putting green or the practice range.
Players who have worked with me often need only a quick conversation to clear up a specific
question and prepare their minds for a competitive round.Frequently, as I move down the range
or around the green, I chat with players who aren’t clients, at least not in the traditional sense.
They may not have worked with me personally, but they’ve read Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect or
another of my books on golf and the mind. They’re generally complimentary. Increasingly,
though, in recent years, I’ve heard something like this:“Doc, I read Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect
eight years ago, and it really helped me. I was able to play my best golf in the clutch, coming
down the stretch. In fact, I won a couple of times right after I read it. But lately, it doesn’t seem to
be working as well. I think you ought to write another book.”This is that book. But it’s not going to
be another iteration of Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect or any of its sequels.I’m afraid I may have
been inadvertently misleading in those books. It’s not that they contain any misinformation. They
don’t. When I wrote Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect, I conveyed the truth about the mental side of
golf under pressure, truth I’d learned working in several sports and field-tested over fifteen years
with professional golfers. Those years of field-testing have now stretched close to thirty, and I’m
more convinced than ever about what works for golfers. You’ve got to follow your dreams. You
will become what you think about yourself. You’ve got to train your swing, then trust it. You’ve got
to accept the mistakes that inevitably happen on the golf course. You’ve got to manage your
temper as well as the course. You’ve got to fall in love with the short game, the part of golf that
most heavily impacts scoring. Above all, you must be confident.But in my previous books, as



Padraig and other pros have helped me realize, I failed to stress one very important aspect of
the mental game. I may have left the impression that mastering the mental game was like riding
a bicycle, something you could learn and then always be able to do.It’s not. The fact is that
having the sort of mind that stands up to clutch situations and wins golf tournaments is much
more like having a fit body. Yes, you have to work to reach a desired level of fitness. But, once
you’re there, you have to work to keep it. Your body will slide back into softness and weakness if
you don’t continue to work out. Your mental game, too, will become soft and weak if you don’t
continue to monitor it and work on it. That’s the work Padraig was talking about.This, I think,
explains the statements I’ve heard from players who say that an earlier book helped them for a
while but doesn’t seem to work as well anymore. It’s because those books didn’t make it clear
enough that for golfers, having a strong mind in the clutch is part of a process. While the books
were fresh in their memories, these players were unconsciously engaged in a process that
strengthened their minds. They came through under pressure and played the sort of golf they
had always sensed they could play. But golf is a little bit like the ocean’s waves. Just as the
waves will work relentlessly to erode the dunes at the top of a beach, golf will work relentlessly to
erode a player’s confidence. Just as beach towns have to work constantly and vigilantly to
strengthen and protect their dunes, golfers must work to maintain their confidence and the
strength of their minds.Maybe, like the players I sometimes meet on Tour, you read Golf Is Not a
Game of Perfect a dozen years ago and find that your mind seems to work less effectively now
than it did right after you read it. If so, it’s not because that book is any less valid. It’s because I
failed to emphasize that you need to commit yourself to a constant process of strengthening
your mind. It’s as if you hired a personal trainer a dozen years ago and worked with him until you
could bench-press 200 pounds and run a mile in six minutes. But the trainer left town without
giving you a workout plan to sustain that level of performance. For that omission, I apologize.The
book you’re holding will correct that deficiency. Like my previous books, it will have a few stories
and anecdotes about players. I hope it will be, in places, entertaining to read. But I will do a bit
less storytelling in this book, because I want to emphasize the process of developing and
maintaining a strong mental game. I want you to be confronted on every page, not with stories
about other golfers, but with things you need to know and do to strengthen your mind so that you
can play your best golf in the clutch. I want reading this book to be like sitting with me in my
basement in Virginia, where I counsel players, or talking with me on the practice range at a Tour
event. I don’t often tell stories in those settings. I tell players what I think they need to hear. I give
it to them plain and unvarnished.Sometimes it can be hard for golfers to hear this. People want
quick results. I’ve yet to see someone try to sell a diet program that will give you the body you
want—a year from now. The automobile companies don’t advise you to save your money and
budget carefully if you want a top-of-the-line luxury model. They all know people want instant
gratification. I’m not promising immediate results in this book. I’m talking about a process that will
steadily strengthen your mind and keep it strong for as long as you stay on it. But that doesn’t
mean you’ll win tomorrow if you read the book tonight.There’s another reason why the things I



am going to tell you in this book may not appeal to everyone. For some reason, in our culture, it’s
a lot easier for many people to admit they’re working on their golf swings than it is to admit
they’re working on their thinking. People will go for years to golf professionals for lessons on their
mechanics. They’ll spend weeks on drills that are designed to improve their swings and groove
good movements. They’ll chat with their friends on the practice range, sometimes a bit too much,
about the things they’re doing to make their swings better. Or they might go see a fitness trainer
and get a new stretching routine. They’ll drop to the ground and twist like a yoga master at the
first sign someone’s interested in seeing a demonstration of what they’re doing. And I’m glad
they will. I’m the first to say that success in golf is a product of both body and mind. If you want to
be the best golfer you can be, you’ve got to master certain physical fundamentals.But if players
are eager to talk about the changes they’re making in their mechanics, why do they shy away
from talking about a mental overhaul? On a logical level, this doesn’t make sense to me. Why
should someone show you, without embarrassment, a drill that requires him to hit balls standing
on one foot like a flamingo and yet be reluctant to discuss the fifteen minutes he spends at night
visualizing success? I don’t know. If I told people that they could win a major championship by
spending an hour a night walking across a bed of hot coals, many of them would immediately
start taking off their shoes and socks. But the thought of spending that same hour working on
their psyche doesn’t appeal to them. Maybe it’s because a physical or mechanical flaw seems to
be a little farther from the core of a person’s identity. A thinking flaw strikes closer to who we
are.This, I believe, is why a lot of golfers hit a wall when they reach the stage where their
mechanics are no longer the primary obstacle. They’ve put in lots of hours learning to strike the
ball well. Whether their goal is winning major championships or getting to a single-digit
handicap, they have the physical skills to do it. But they start to lose traction. Often, they regress.
They can’t admit to themselves that it’s their thinking that’s holding them back. They don’t
commit themselves to a program to strengthen their minds. They fail to change.So the first thing
I’m asking you to do as you read this book is to be honest with yourself. Is your present way of
thinking consistent with the level of golf you’d like to play? Does it help you in the clutch, or does
it handicap you? Does it enable you to find out how good you could be?And do you dare to
change it?2.The 15th ClubIt would be fascinating if, someday, either Tiger Woods or Annika
Sorenstam were to give an interview in which he or she spoke about confidence with complete
candor. It’s not going to happen. Both of them are too smart about the media and our culture to
reveal themselves so completely. But it would be both helpful and revealing if they did.Tiger and
Annika are the best clutch golfers of our time. That’s different from saying they’ve got the best
physical tools in the game. They both have admirable and abundant physical skills, skills that
they’ve honed through years of dedicated practice. But they’re not flawless. Annika’s putting has
never been consistently brilliant. Tiger hits so many crooked shots with his driver that I
sometimes think he’s got the yips with that club. And even the physical strengths of their games
are not unmatched. You can go to the practice area at any PGA or LPGA Tour event and see
players who hit the ball as long or as straight, who wedge it just as close, who sink as many



putts.What separates these players from the competition, I believe, is their confidence. It’s what I
am going to call their 15th club. Deep inside, they both feel they will beat anyone who tees it up
against them. That confidence is what enables them to play the way they do in the clutch. Too
many of their competitors don’t think that way.When I visualize a player’s 15th club, my mind
goes back to my boyhood, when I was a caddie in Rutland, Vermont. I used to hear a lot of
players back then, especially fellow caddies, talk about a favorite club. Maybe it was because
manufacturing tolerances weren’t so precise back then and clubs from the same set might have
appreciably different feels. Maybe it was because people very often scraped together a set of
clubs from hand-me-downs and castoffs, and one or two of the clubs in the bag felt better to
them than the others. You don’t hear so much about favorite clubs anymore, probably because
modern clubs are made better and golfers tend to buy them in complete sets.But back then, lots
of golfers had a particular club they felt especially comfortable with. It might have been an 8-iron
they liked to use for every shot within 130 yards of the green. Maybe it was an old brassie, or 3-
wood, that they just knew would put the ball in the fairway on a tight hole. More often than not,
the favorite club did in fact work better than the other clubs in the bag.I don’t think this happened
just because those players’ favorite clubs were physically better made or better suited to them. I
think it was because laying their fingers around the grip of their favorite club produced a feeling
of calm confidence. They didn’t just hope to hit the ball where they were looking. They didn’t just
want to hit it there. They expected to. That made a huge difference.When I think of your 15th
club, I’m obviously not thinking of an actual club. I know the rules allow you to carry only fourteen.
I’m thinking of that feeling of calm confidence, that expectation that you’ll hit the ball where you
want it to go. That’s what I want you to get from this book. It’s a feeling you’ll be able to call on in
any golfing situation, no matter how stressful. It’s the feeling Tiger and Annika have on Sunday
afternoons.If Tiger or Annika were to be completely revealing, he or she would probably say
something like, “I’m the best in the world—heck, the best that’s ever been. If I show up and play
my normal game, everyone else is competing for second place. That’s how good I am.”They
don’t say that because they understand that doing so would antagonize a large portion of the
public. Muhammad Ali was hated when he predicted the round in which he’d knock out
opponents. Joe Namath was reviled for guaranteeing that his Jets would beat the Baltimore
Colts in Super Bowl III. Their popularity survived because, ultimately, they backed up what they
said. But expressing too much confidence in our culture is considered a sign of boorish
arrogance. So smart athletes, like Tiger and Annika, learn to keep their true feelings private.
They may even exhibit a facade of humility that masks their inner arrogance so they don’t
antagonize people. I can understand why they do it, though they would not antagonize me if they
were to let the public see the true extent of their confidence. I admire that sort of confidence in
an athlete. But I’m unusual.Our culture has a peculiar, contradictory attitude toward confidence.
We try to instill a certain amount of it. Smart Little League coaches are forever telling kids, “You
can do it.” So are smart math teachers. Later in life, so are sales directors. But our approval of
confidence and our effort to instill it go only so far. No one wants a kid who’s “cocky,” “arrogant,”



“full of himself,” or any of the myriad other synonyms we have for overconfidence. Maybe it’s
because parents or coaches are afraid they’ll lose control over a child or an athlete if the child
gets “too” confident. Maybe they’re afraid of losing their own role as the ultimate authority in the
child’s life. Maybe they’re afraid that a child who’s “too” confident will not want to practice or
study. Whatever the reason, our culture is quick to turn on someone who goes beyond what is
deemed an acceptable level of confidence. There’s an old proverb that tells us that “the nail that
sticks up gets pounded down.”If Tiger and Annika were to publicly express the true level of their
confidence, they’d doubtless feel that hammer.I’m not advocating braggadocio. I don’t
appreciate someone who loudly tells the world how good he or she is any more than most
people do. But I do admire the private arrogance that characterizes Tiger and Annika. That
private, inner arrogance is something I want you to feel comfortable with.In golf, as in many
endeavors, there is no such thing as too much confidence. I have never had a player come to me
and say, “You know, Doc, the reason I came apart in the clutch in my last tournament was that I
was too confident.” I suppose it is hypothetically possible to be overconfident. You could
conceivably have a player who doesn’t do enough practice because he’s overconfident. You
could have a player who tries a long carry over water, longer than he can manage, because he’s
overconfident. But only hypothetically. I can assure you that in thirty years of working with
professional golfers, I’ve yet to have such a client. But nearly every day, I work with someone
whose problem is lack of confidence.I want you to develop the same sort of inner arrogance that
Tiger and Annika have. If you’re afraid you’ll be perceived by others as obnoxious, don’t worry.
You need never let anyone else know how confident you really are. You can keep it to yourself.
But I hope that after you’ve read this book and worked on the regimen it prescribes, you’ll be an
inwardly arrogant golfer, calm and sure of yourself in all situations.When a player lacks this inner
arrogance, the deficiency shows up in clutch situations. I define clutch situations in various ways.
For my professional clients, it can be the last nine holes of a major championship where they’re
in contention. For some of my amateur clients, it can be the finals of the club championship. For
others, it might be just a member-guest with a boss or that moment when they walk onto the
18th tee and someone tells them that if they par the final hole, they’ll break 80—for the first
time.Players with sufficient confidence handle these situations. They know that success doesn’t
mean that they must play absolutely flawless golf. If Tiger thought that success required him to
drive the ball into the fairway every time he got into contention, how many tournaments would he
have won? Players with confidence believe that even without flawless golf, they’ll find a way to
win. Consequently, they’re patient. Though they feel the same physical symptoms of nerves that
other players feel, they don’t let the butterflies rattle them. They attach the same low level of
importance to every shot they hit. They play with the same quiet focus they have in practice.
They stick with the same proven shotmaking routines that got them into the clutch situation to
begin with. Quite often, though not always, of course, they win.Players who lack confidence
respond to clutch situations in exactly the opposite way. They forget, for instance, that success
doesn’t mean perfection. If it did, would Angel Cabrera have won the 2007 U.S. Open after



bogeying two of the last three holes? They strive for perfection. In doing so, they make
themselves tight. They try harder. They invest more importance in certain shots than those shots
truly deserve. They may panic at the onset of nervous symptoms. Instead of remembering all the
times they’ve accomplished the tasks that stand before them, they remember the times they’ve
failed. They abandon their routines. Maybe they take so many practice strokes that their minds
start to wander. Maybe they abandon practice strokes altogether and start doing everything
more quickly than they should. They stop playing the golf that got them into the clutch situation.
They walk off the course feeling that they’ve choked.They may even realize that they failed for
lack of confidence. But when I explore this point, I usually find that they have no understanding
of what confidence really is, how to develop it, or how to sustain it.Players frequently tell me,
“When I have all the parts of my game where I want them, then I’ll be confident.” That is, on the
day when they’re driving it long and straight, hitting their irons right at the flag, and making every
putt they look at, they’ll believe they can win.I call this “swing confidence.” Sad to say, it’s a
chimera. No matter how talented a player is and no matter how much he practices, he will have
all of his mechanics in order about as often as you can expect a quick, unfettered drive to work
in Los Angeles. That’s the nature of golf. The mechanics are complex. A lot can go wrong.
Something usually does. If you base your confidence on having all your mechanics fall into
place, you’ll lose that confidence as soon as you hit an imperfect shot. Ben Hogan used to say
that he considered himself to be doing well when he hit two or three perfect shots in a round. If
that’s all Hogan could expect, how long do you think swing confidence will last the next time
you’re in a clutch situation?Swing confidence almost never pulls you through in the clutch. A
different kind of confidence does. It comes from within a player, not from the way he strikes the
ball on a given day. Let’s call it real confidence. The player with real confidence believes that
even if he’s having only an average day, he can still get the ball in the hole better than the other
guy. He doesn’t have to hit the ball perfectly. He can still score. He can still win.When I explain
this to players, I often hear a reaction along the lines of, “Well, if I had Tiger’s talent, and if I’d
been winning like Tiger has since childhood, and if I’d been raised by parents who were always
telling me I was destined to do great things, then I’d have real confidence, like Tiger’s. But I
didn’t.”A player has to abandon every part of this rationalization if he wants to become a
confident golfer.First, if you want to play well in the clutch you’ve got to like your talent more than
you like anyone else’s. If you like someone else’s talent more than yours, you might as well not
enter the tournament.You might object, “But it’s obvious that so-and-so has more talent than I do.
Look how much farther he hits the ball.”All I can tell you is that hitting the ball a long way, while
it’s desirable, is hardly the most important talent a golfer needs to bring to a tournament. What
about accuracy? What about a short game? What about putting? And, finally, what about the
strength of will that a player possesses? That’s not immediately visible on the practice range, but
it may well be the single most important talent a golfer can possess. Did Tiger or Phil Mickelson
take a look at Bubba Watson, who hits it longer than they do, and say, “Well, it’s all over for me
because someone with more talent has arrived”?The fact is, you don’t know how much talent



you have until you play with real confidence. So assume you have the talent it takes to reach the
goals you want to reach.Some players might agree with this idea but still rationalize that if they
weren’t child prodigies, they simply can’t have the confidence of someone who was. There’s no
doubt that if you were writing a development plan for a champion golfer and you could determine
the course of events from infancy on, you’d want that golfer to win early and often. You’d want
that player to start with lots of junior championships. You’d then want him to beat players older
than he was. You’d want him, at a certain point, to start getting acquainted with successful pros
so he could play the occasional friendly round with them and realize that their physical gifts were
no better than his. You’d want him, in other words, to grow up the way Jack Nicklaus or Bobby
Jones or Tiger Woods did.But that’s not the only path to becoming a confident tournament
golfer. Jones, Nicklaus, and Woods are not the only great players. Plenty of our best golfers have
been late bloomers. They should be the role models for most players.Consider a player like Fred
Funk. He didn’t grow up in a country club family. He wasn’t anyone’s all-American at the
University of Maryland. He went broke in his first effort to play the mini-tours. In his twenties, he
supported himself as a golf coach and a newspaper deliveryman. He didn’t get out on the PGA
Tour until his thirties. He was never a long hitter. But he never stopped believing in himself. His
belief sustained a prodigious work ethic. He wore out wedges practicing his short game. And in
his forties, he became one of the most successful players in the game. He made the American
Ryder Cup and Presidents Cup teams. He won the Players Championship. He’s still winning
tournaments even as some of the child prodigies of his generation slip into obscurity.For some
reason, it’s easier for some players to dismiss the example of a player like Fred Funk and dwell
on the fact that they’re not Tiger Woods. They’ve read about the way Earl Woods raised Tiger to
be a champion from the cradle. They’ve read how he told Tiger he’d be a great man. They’ve
read how his mother, Kultida, instilled discipline and toughness in her son. They didn’t have that
upbringing, they’ll say. They just had normal parents who didn’t want them to get too cocky.To
begin with, we don’t really know all that went on in Tiger’s childhood. We have only what Earl
Woods and Tiger remember and have chosen to say publicly about it. There were no cameras or
recorders in the Woods home or in the car as Kultida Woods drove Tiger to his junior events. So
there’s no truly scientific way to evaluate Tiger’s upbringing or to calculate the impact it had on
his ability to play with confidence.I’ll stipulate that Tiger’s parents did a fantastic job raising him.
They gave him a sense of security at the same time that they challenged him to do great things.
They taught him to be disciplined and polite. Not many young people could have the success
that Tiger has enjoyed and stay as level-headed and hardworking as Tiger has been.More
important than what his parents did, however, has been what Tiger has done. He bought into his
parents’ dreams of great achievements and made them his own. Invariably, I find that it’s the
decisions people make for themselves, not the childhood input of parents and teachers, that
determine who they become.Annika Sorenstam grew up in a family where a girl was expected to
be a superb golfer. But that girl was her sister, Charlotta. It was Annika, acting as an individual at
the age of twelve, who decided to become the best golfer she could be. Eventually, she far



surpassed Charlotta’s accomplishments, as well as those of all of her peers. Nowadays,
Charlotta teaches at Annika’s golf academy.If you’re reading this book, you’re old enough to take
responsibility for your own thinking. It doesn’t matter any longer what your parents did or didn’t
tell you. It doesn’t matter whether they encouraged you or discouraged you. Whatever happened
in the past is in the past. It might be slightly helpful. It might be an obstacle you need to
overcome. But it’s not that important. Your mind is your own. You have it within yourself to
develop the confidence you need to see what kind of golfer you can become. You have it within
yourself to play your best golf in the clutch. You have it within yourself to develop real
confidence.I am going to show you how.3.This Game Will Beat You UpSince I spoke in the last
chapter about how golf can beat you up, perhaps I ought to make something clear here. I love
everything about golf. I love its challenges. I love its beauty. I love its exhilaration. I love it so
much that I can come home from a couple of weeks on the road, dead tired after working every
daylight hour at a golf course helping players, and wake up the next morning wondering whether
my schedule will allow me to get out to the golf course to play that day.
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Daniel E. Adams, “Golf the Mind Game. I am playing better since reading the book. It’s about
confidence.I still need to practice hitting but take the confidence from the range to the course
and believe in myself.”

Steve Powers, “Another great book from Bob Rotella. Before reading `Your 15th Club' I thought
`Golf is not a game of perfect' was the best golf book I have read. Now Bob Rotella has matched
that and taken it to the next level. I've read the previous reviews and some don't seem to agree
with my opinion. I don't think they grasp what Rotella is saying about the importance of self
confidence. But more than explaining the importance of self confidence Rotella explains how to
build and maintain self confidence. Some of the things in this book I had stumbled upon and
was all ready doing and some I have learned from this book's marvelous way of conveying Bob
Rotella's thoughts. The thoughts and ideas in this book can help anyone improve their golf
game.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Gift. Great gift”

rustyredcab, “Great "read". This is a book that might actually help your golf game. It did mine. It is
about the mental aspects of the game. So, you can listen to it in the car and get something out of
it. You need not be somewhere with a club in your hand to get this kind of lesson.Love the
reading by the author. When I think about the book later, I can almost hear him talking in my ear.
Also recommend "Putting Out Of Your Mind" with the same voice giving great advice.”

Old Prof, “Review of Rotella's Your 15th Club. I'm the duffer's duffer, and yet Dr. Bob has opened
up a set of tools that I believe will help me to enjoy the game more and to give myself more
opportunities to hit well. His helps address directly my tendency to talk harshly to myself about
missed shots. I'm anxious for the weather to improve so I can get out there and try on my "new
self."”

CaptnSpork, “Highly Recommend for the golfer. Dr. Bob explains it well and i use some of his
suggestions every time I play. An informative read for the golfer who wants to get their mental
game in place.”

R. Jones, “Five Stars. The other books by him are good, haven't read it yet.”

clay keeling, “Great. Excellent resd. Great advice on the mental aspect of the game. Quite easy
methods to improve self image and confidence.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Useful for the serious golfer. Having read Dr Bob's 'Golf is not a game of



Perfect' and 'The Unstoppable Golfer' (both of which I enjoyed and found useful) I bought this for
something to read on holiday. Clearly aimed at serious golfers (I am a member of a club, play
once a week but am way past being THAT desperate to improve my game) this contains much
valid mental stuff if you want to realise your potential - no problem with that - but it seems to me
you have to buy in to ALL of Bob's teachings to achieve the improvements claimed. I don't enter
comps and do not have the slightest interest in 'beating' anyone so phrases like 'clutch
situations' and 'coming down the stretch' do nothing for me. I play to get outdoors, exercise and
socialise and if a break 90 great, if not I'm not going to beat myself up. A decent enough book if
you have a sound technique and are looking for that extra spark.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book works!!!. I am a mid handicapped player (12) my Handicap
fluctuates having a few bad rounds then a mediocre round. Having read this book, and
implemented what Mr Rotella suggests, my scores have come down, I’m hitting more fairways
and and the most confident in my golf game than I have been for ages. I have not changed my
swing at all, what I have changed is my attitude and how I think during my round. If you are
someone who changes clubs when you are not playing well, save your money, buy this book and
change your attitude.  It’s a lot cheaper!!!!”

Andy, “Great book for the mind!. A great book that confirms everything in previous books but
backs it up with more takes from the professionals. I love the examples art the back of the book
that sets you things tho do!  Great read if you want to improve your good!”

Craig Green, “Add the 15TH club to your bag. Another great read from the Bob Rotella collection
that all golfers should add to their library. If you need to change your golfing mindset take stock
from Rotella.”

The book by Dr Bob  Rotella has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 298 people have provided feedback.
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